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Honda Alghanim, the exclusive distrib-
utor of Honda cars, motorcycles and
marine equipment, announced the

winner of the brand-new 2017 Honda Civic
in one of the biggest social media competi-
tions on February 18, 2017 at their Al-Rai
showroom. This widely anticipated social
media competition involved some of the
country’s most popular social media influ-
encers who added the right amount of
exposure and glamour to the event and
competition that specifically targeted the
youth segment. 

In an effort to position the Honda Civic as
the ultimate ride for the youth, Honda
Alghanim launched one of the biggest and
first of its kind social media competitions,
enticing the youth to participate and get the
chance to drive away with this iconic vehicle.
The social media competition rules were sim-
ple: participants were encouraged to take a
Boomerang video of themselves posing next
to a Honda Civic and posting their video on
Instagram with #MyStyleMyCivic and
@AlghanimhondaKW. 

Honda Alghanim located the 2017 Honda
Civic in areas regularly frequented by the youth,
specifically 360 Mall during the Auto Moto
Show that took place on January 12 to 21,
Cinescape at The Avenues on January 22 to 28
and lastly, the American University of Kuwait on
February 8 and 9. If willing participants did not
make it to any of the three designated loca-
tions, they were always encouraged to visit
Honda’s showrooms at Al-Rai and Shuwaikh
where they could pose with a 2017 Honda Civic
and enter the social media competition at a
time and date that was convenient to them.     

The competition attracted nearly 1,000
Honda contestants and only ten of them were

chosen randomly by Honda Alghanim to be a
part of the final round. Hussein Hassan
Abdallah was announced the winner of the
competition by scoring the highest number
of likes on his Boomerang video which was
reposted on Honda Alghanim’s official
Instagram account.    

Due to its originality and relevance
amongst the youth’s culture, the social
media competition was very well received by
the target audience, a factor that was fur-
thered by the involvement of one of Kuwait’s
most popular social media influencers
including Dana Al-Tuwairish, Abdullah Al-
Jassar and Fatma Al-Awadhi, admired indi-
viduals who increased the competition’s

exposure and people’s awareness of it.
Honda Alghanim would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate Hussein Hassan
Abdallah and also thank him for his enthusi-
astic participation, something that Honda
Alghanim hopes to observe more of in its
upcoming campaigns.   

The iconic 2017 Honda Civic has set an all-
new standard in compact car style and per-
formance with its sleek, sporty lines and
improved power-to-weight ratio that has
proven to be every driver’s daily delight.
While the spacious, dual-zone automatic cli-
mate control and premium-grade cabin is
loaded with premium features for class-
above comfort and convenience, the exterior

features boast color-coordinated power side
mirrors with integrated LED turn signals,
wide and low beam fog lights that enhance
visibility in dust storms or heavy fog as well
as signature LED headlights. Convenience
was a key factor in the redesigned Honda
Civic; from the cap-less fuel system, electric
parking brake and aerodynamic wing spoiler
to the Smart Entry engine start and stop but-
ton and 7-inch touch screen audio display,
the Honda Civic is truly the ideal car for the
youth who yearn for a smooth and comfort-
ably stylish drive that reflects their lifestyle.      

Customers are encouraged to visit any of
the Honda showrooms for a chance to test
drive a Honda Civic and get full details from

Honda’s sales representatives. Honda
Alghanim’s showroom in Al-Rai operates
from 9.00 am until 10.00 pm, Saturday to
Thursday, and from 9.30 am until 10.00 pm
on Fridays. The Shuwaikh showroom oper-
ates from 9.00 am until 10.00 pm.  Alghanim
Motors, the exclusive distributor of Honda
automobiles, motorcycles, power products,
and marine products in Kuwait, is committed
to providing customers with flexible pay-
ment solutions and efficient and cost-effec-
tive services. The cars service center waiting
lounge offers entertainment and comfort for
customers, digital satellite TV, free wireless
internet and relaxing massage chairs. For
more information, please call 1822777.

Honda Alghanim announces the winner 
of the biggest Boomerang competition

Loyac distributes certificates during 
the design and drawing workshop

Loyac Academy of Performing Arts dis-
tributed appreciation certificates to
participants in the design and draw-

ing workshop, which was supervised by
artist Tanya Saleh, and lasted five days. 13
persons aged 15 and above participated in
the workshop which aimed at presenting
the principles of using the illustrator pro-
gram to young designers and artists along
with the graphics systems.

Saleh said that each person can inno-
vate and such workshops are a good
opportunity to know Kuwait and Arab
youth and work together to discover their
abilities to create designs and drawings
related to all types of art, be it drawing,
theater, dancing in addition to motivate
the students’ abilities to create various
understandings and applying them
through the use of drawing tools.

Nina’s Paris celebrated its re-
launch with a new design
that takes French cuisine

enthusiasts in a Parisian journey
starting with the cafes new
ambiance with its contemporary and
relaxing designs, its new and dessert
menu, in addition to the unique tea
selection that is exclusively served at
Nina’s Paris Kuwait. Nina’s Paris, locat-
ed at the Avenues Mall (near the
gold market’s entrance), was
reopened in a ceremony highlighted
by French sophistication and luxury. 

The organizers made sure to
provide the kind of atmosphere
that Paris lovers seek in order to
make them feel luxury, happiness
and hospitality at the same time.
Businessmen and women as well
as media personalities in atten-
dance were drawn by French jazz
music that was playing throughout
the ceremony. They also viewed
the new menu and tasted more
than 30 kinds of French dessert
prepared exclusively at Nina’s Paris
by expert chefs.

Adel Hashim, Projects
Development Manager, said during
the ceremony: “We wanted to cre-
ate a Parisian atmosphere for
upscale French cuisine enthusiasts,
offering breakfast, brunch, and
French desserts that Nina’s Paris is
distinguished with.” Nina’s Paris is
the ideal place for ladies who want
to enjoy breakfast with a cup of tea.
The new breakfast menu includes a
wide variety of omelets prepared as
per order with ingredients such as
salmon, spinach, sausage, and
Nina’s specialty sauces. The new
menu also offers four varieties of
pancakes, waffles and crepes, which
all come with unique ingredients.

Furthermore, the new menu
contains a selection of fine sand-
wiches, salads and sliders with
Nina’s specialty spices and ingredi-
ents, in addition to a wide variety
of appetizers, pasta and main
courses. As for desserts, the menu
includes 30 kinds of fresh French
desserts prepared daily with fine
French touches in order to give
diners a special Parisian experience
that can be tasted in the variety of
cakes, cheesecakes and tarts

offered at Nina’s Paris. During the
ceremony, Nina’s Paris organized a
tasting competition in which social
media celebrities and fashionistas in
Kuwait participated. At the end of
the competition, fashionistas
Marmar and Zouri Ashkenani
expressed their satisfaction with the
quality of food and variety found in
the new menu. Meanwhile, models
Reham and Asrar expressed admira-
tion with the place and its decora-
tions that were inspired by elegant
French designs, and take diners in a
French journey from the moment
they enter the cafe until the minute
they leave.

Nina’s Paris takes its customers on a Parisian journey

Egypt’s Pope Tawadros II, Pope of
Alexandria and Pope of the See of St.
Mark recently extended his holiness

heartiest congratulations to Kuwait, its leaders
and it people on the occasion of celebrating
the 56th National Day and the 26th Liberation
Day anniversaries. The Pope also hailed the
deep-rooted historic bilateral relations
between Kuwait and Egypt. 

Pope Tawadros particularly hailed the wis-

dom of HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and stressed that he had
shown remarkable skills in the posts he
assumed, through which he managed to keep
Kuwait safe and maintain local, regional and
international peace and security. “HH’s wis-
dom made him the Sheikh of diplomacy for
over half a century”, the pope added noting
that this helped maintain Kuwait’s stability
amidst violent international political conflicts. 

Egypt’s Pope extends his 
congratulations to Kuwait

Bussam Al-Qassas and Egypt’s Pope Towadros II.


